Vega Dirt Series welcomes and is excited to announce the addition the “Southern
FlatHead Series”.
FlatHead and FlatHead Limited classes added from SFDS for the entire 2019 Vega Dirt Series season.
FlatHead Stockers: Open tires with Vega tire incentives for racers using Vega tires exclusively at all events.
Classes offered: FlatHead Stock and Pro FlatHead Stock
Championship trophy winner will receive a leather jacket. A racer using 4 Vega tires at all events will receive
the Vega Championship leather jacket along with an electric guitar w/drivers name from SFDS, otherwise a
leather jacket only awarded from SFDS and no guitar.
Second place year end finisher, if using all 4 Vega tires, will receive a Vega racing jacket.
If not using Vega tires exclusively a regular racing jacket.
Third place year end finisher will receive a 3-post trophy.
Fourth and Fifth will receive plaques. Must race a minimum of 4 events.
*Awards will be given at each of the series events. For the Pro class, 100% payback and a large winner’s
check.
Southern Limited Flatheads: Any Vega tire allowed.
This Limited class will be “Limited Pro” and will be a combined Point class and Pro class. If entries warrant,
the classes will be split into two classes.
Championship winner will receive a Vega leather jacket along with an electric guitar w/drivers name from
SDFS. Class must average over 7.0 entries to qualify for these awards. If under an average of 7.0, a Vega
racing jacket will be awarded with Vega and SDFS logos.
Second place year end finisher receives a Vega racing jacket.
Third place year end finisher will receive a 3-post trophy.
Fourth and Fifth will receive plaques. Must race a minimum of 4 events.
*Awards will be given at each of the series events. For the Pro class, 100% payback and a large winner’s
check.
*This class will qualify and race. Event will be for points and 100% Pro paybacks all-in one-time slot.
*For the Pro class, $25 of the entry fee will go toward the purse.
General Format:
Must run 4 of the 6 races to be eligible for year end awards using 5 of the 6 races defined in VDSF rules.
-Awards will be partnership by both the Vega series and SFDS.
-All jackets and awards will have both Vega and SFDS names when possible.
-Exhaust Silencers required at Callahan, Fruitland, and Valdosta tracks and will be teched. Others tracks are
not mandatory but suggested.
-For qualifying: FlatHead Stockers & FH Limited’s will be qualifying once, gridding for both Points and Pro
classes with that order.
*Pro race having 3 or less karts winner takes all!
*Pro race 4 to 7 karts P1 and P2 is payout P1=75%, P2=25%.

*Pro race 8 to 12 karts P1, P2, and P3 is payout P1=50%, P2=35%,P3=15%.
*Pro race 13 karts P1, P2, P3, and P4 is payback P!=50%, P2=25%, P3=15%, P4=10%.
*Rules are in the AKRA rulebook for Flathead Limited and Stockers including the usage of the FKA carb
rule!
Any additional SFDS questions for rules visit Southern Flathead Dirt Series FaceBook.

